
Here's what to think about everything: wood burning fireplace. With every decision, 
potential upgrade, repair, etc. always ask yourself what the equivalent to a "wood 
burning fireplace" is, and do that.

Leverage agile frameworks to provide a robust synopsis for high level overviews. 
Iterative approaches collaborative thinking to further the overall value proposition. 

Of disruptive innovation via workplace diversity and empowerment.

How any landlord can reduce costs, improve tenant quality 
and boost rental ROI with better rehab practices.
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One:  Keep it Simple, Silly

Two:  Use a Stud Finder
Aside from pictures, your lease will clearly state that ANY hole in the wall must be 
cleared by you.  Requiring permission will avoid any confusion.

Three:  High End Paint
A good, washable, stain hiding paint can last years even if the tenants have pets.

Four:  Basic Appliances
Stay with low-tech and standard appliances as included in our "Landlord Lists".

Five:  No Carpet Flooring
You want hardwood floors, "floating" laminate flooring with replaceable grooves. 

Six:  Metal Screens
Metal is better for replacing, air circulation and lifetime value.

Seven:  Protect Doors and Nearby Walls
All doors need mounts, stops and/or kickplates - NO accordion doors. 

Eight:  Mount as Much As You Can
Check out our full list of "mountable" items, get as much "bolted down" as possible.

Nine:  Pet Fee By Breed and Size
We do a LOT of work with pets, go through our Pet Policies for more on this.

Ten:  Create "Baby" Counter Tops
Leave extra chunks for cutting boards and bathroom "plates".

That's 10 Ways to
Tenant Proof Your Rentals.

Remember for more help and a list of experts who can help you do this in our markets go to:

BigReia.com/People

Also keep in mind I go through an extensive checklist with each deal that we do so if you're 
one of our investors, then all of this (and much more) is being done FOR YOU so rest easy.

Make the Universe Smile.

Thanks so much!  = )

~ Indy Anna

How anybody can create a passive income of $10,000 - $30,000 in the next five 
years with Indiana real estate... without leaving your house.
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